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Why should anyone listen to us?



Why is Jane important to us in Australia?

• She’s active in social media (blog and Twitter)

• She’s a she (and our gender support gap is massive)

• She’s of the Labor (Left) major party

Meet Jane

Who is Jane?

• She works in a coal mining community

• She works for a coal mining company

• She works in human resources



What happens to Jane on SM?

• She’s attacked by the Left for being pro-coal

• She’s attacked by the Right for being Left

Meet Jane

Why will Jane talk to us?

• She’s not really ‘pro-coal’, she’s pro-jobs for her community 

and doesn’t believe the 100% RE promises.

‘Nuclear just terrifies me’



Occupy the Centre
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Ben’s Golden Rule



The Activist Archetype
• Activist Challenge

One thing to be learned from the movie The Incredibles is that 

superheroes usually get into the most trouble on their days off. A 

fight against the forces of evil is easy compared to managing 

boring day-to-day realities. And without the vigorous workout of 

an impossible challenge, it’s easy to go soft.

• How to Play It

The very essence of activism is that it’s a fight against 

an oppressor and therefore the Activist must have a 

warrior’s heart, tenacity, and belief that victory is 

possible even when the fight seems hopeless.

Blatantly critical of old paradigms, this 

archetype (activist) thrives on the high that 

comes from winning against all odds. 

Key takeaways: There is a strongly addictive component 

to activism, and activists define themselves with conflict.



My Golden Rule – occupy the centre!

This the centre. 

This is where 

most people 

live.This is where activists go… …to coax you to go here.

They see conflict. This is 

unappealing. ‘No’ or simply ‘go 

away’. The activist wins.

This is where you go.

You are aware of the noise.

But they are not in charge.

Your job is in the centre because 

this is a complex issue 

Now they see one-sided 

unpleasantness. The leaning is 

to listen to the person in the 

centre. You win.

The activist gets 

more extreme to 

coax you out.
Your project is being victimised. 

You win again.

They get sick of losing and join 

you in the centre. You win again!



• A rural town has put itself forward for a consultation process for a new government facility.

• Some town members are motivated supporters. Some are motivated opponents.

• Motivated opponents are boycotting the businesses of known supporters. It’s happening but it’s not openly 

declared and documented.

• First stop: Why are they doing that?

• Motivated supporters are getting agitated by this. They want to attack this behavior.

• Second stop: What should they do?

• Motivated supporters do nothing.

• Motivated opponents brag on social media that a business will close down and they helped bring that about.

• Third stop: Why did they do that?

• Fourth stop: Is it time to act now?

• Motivated supporters act on this, and do so from the centre.

BE AWARE:  This is ‘call-out culture’. It is a recent, social media driven phenomenon. It is high stakes and 

must be handled with care.

Occupy the centre – Case Study: Shop boycotts



Occupy the centre – Case Study: Shop boycotts

‘It’s great to see that absolutely everyone in the community agrees with shopping locally and 

supporting our businesses.’ 

‘While there was an expression of disappointment in some decisions have been made and an 

insensitive statement on social media,’ 

‘This is just a matter of individual decisions, and everyone makes mistakes. I am so glad to 

know that some businesses have received apologies recently and seen a return of custom…’ 

57% grew to 61.6% support



• That’s two important tools

• Whatever we are doing, know what we are doing, and why

• Act with skill.



Power an awesome 
tomorrow. 

Recreate 
the future


